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So far ...

- Climate is:
  - Cross cutting
  - Involves many stakeholders
  - Budget tools can help in reflecting policy priorities
  - Integration of climate in the budgeting process
A whole-of-government approach

- Inter-ministerial committees
- Climate Change Councils
- Climate cells
- Etc.
Is it enough?
Objective

Examine what type of institutional reforms are required to enable a **change towards more climate responsive budgeting** at the country level.
Three Questions:

1. What institutional mechanisms exist in your countries to enable the key stakeholders to work together for CRB? This includes, MoF, MoP, MoE, and MLG, and civil society organisations.

2. Have these set-ups and existing mechanisms led towards a change for more CRB? Why? Why not?

3. What other reforms are required to enable more changes in resource allocation?